CHAPTER #12 FROM
GUERRILLA GARDENING
BY THE BAND CALLED OH

LYRICS
You had a row, he was as real as reality shows
Kept up with family values for sure
Staying inside of the

Comfortable zone
I'm just trying to disconnect it
Disconnect it

Comfortable zone
He's just trying to get connected
Get connected

We had a row
You never thought that he could disappoint you
But he did,
you appointed someone new

We had a row, I've got a feeling she already knows
It might hurt a little when push comes to shove
but that ain't inside of her

Comfortable zone
I'm just trying to disconnect it
Disconnect it

Comfortable zone
She’s just trying to get connected
Get connected

You’re in a row
And I can’t blow a breeze into your wind chimes
Make it alright
And be gone...